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About This Game

Riot in space... The committee of intergalactic travel decided to build a new star route, Star Route 66. At first the kingdom of
Flee was happy to get connected to the gigantic network connecting the whole galaxy. The small empire would grow strong

again and nobody can refuse the wealth that usually comes with a star route connection. After completion and a few accidents it
turned out that flying one of the smaller Flee space discs on an intergalactic travel route is a dangerous game. Because of their
small size the discs cannot be detected by the sensors of most star route travellers. The Flee uprising started when a member of
the Fleeish royal house crashed into a spaceship truck. Since then Flees have tried to block the route. Encouraged by the royal

house some of the space pirates joined in to fight the brave spaceship truckers just trying to make a delivery on time.

Spaceship Trucker is a 2D shooter. You are a spaceship trucker travelling down the dangerous star route. The Flees will try to
block your way through space and pirates want to steal your precious cargo. Watch out for meteors as well. In each level you'll

have to prove yourself worthy of being a spaceship trucker by fighting off dangerous boss enemies.
Good luck to you, brave spaceship trucker.

Features:
- different levels
- alien formations

- various boss fights
- highscores list

- unlockable weapon systems
- achievements
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Title: Spaceship Trucker
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Dreamy Doe
Publisher:
Dreamy Doe
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2400

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 450

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 650 MB available space

English,German,Czech
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Thought maybe everyone in the comments was just casul, but this is stupidly hard. Will definitely be playing this for a long
time. If dwarf fortress was an exploration platformer it would be called rain world.
Like this is beyond brutal. The game's monsters and envivorment will mercilessly \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you up over and
over again until you start to learn it, then you learn but still get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed over becouse you don't
know\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665yet kid. Then you'll go boldly flinging spears at your predators, and as adrelanin
rushes your veins they fall one by one, they bleed out. And then a vulture sweeps in from the air yoinks your squishy body from
the screen...
But after the 50th of try... you you became one with mother nature (exept this nature is like an aborted alien eco experiment
gone wrong) you backflip and leap across the screen barely evading their jaws. then when a route is blocked by overwhelming
odds you know instantly where you can bypass them trough secret tunnels, or you where to get items to even the fight, eat a
mushroom to slow down time and matrix your way across dozens of scavengers, or throw a bomb to blow up a pack of lizards
out of your way.
You'll gain knowledge about the world around you, you'll know each predators behavior and their weaknesses, you'll find epic
lore about an ancient civilization long gone, and you'll have a chance to meet godlike caracters giving you guidence.. This game
is phoenominal for singleplayer and multiplayer. The combat is fun and simple, while the controls are easy to learn. The
simplicity of it coupled with the replayability is astounding. You should deffinatly pick this up, especially while it is on sale for
$.99.. its a good box game! puzzles and stuff. It's addictive and I don't know why. It expends the minutes you usually waste
procrastinating. Perhaps not worth the tenner it's advertised at (I bought it in a Humble Bundle for pennies), but has plenty of
measure for progress as well as ends up limitless in the umpteen dozens of levels and types of game to do. Easily recommend in
the event of a good discount.. It's your pretty standard Chibi scenario. The vast majority of games in the ROTK series have it.
The only thing is, why did this have to be paid DLC (even though it was free for people who bought it during the early
discount)?

If you got it for free, additional scenarios don't hurt. If you aren't a fan of Cao Cao, this might not be the best use of your
money. But if you want a tough challenge with the Sun or Liu families, I suppose this scenario works.. Really fun game. I hope
Berserk Games add the expansions one day.

Plays a lot like a board game version of FTL. You're being attacked, your ship is in tatters and the only thing that will save you
is making a Jump.

The game is fully playable solo, (though you must play as multiple characters yourself) and I found it quite challenging. It
required a lot of thinking and planning to get the job done, with the ship constantly in danger of destruction.

Visually the game is quite nice, though some of the text is far too small.. -=ABOUT=-
In its most simplest form this game is simply about matching the flag & country name that pops up with its actual location on
the globe. All the countries on the globe are denoted by borders so it is simply a matter of clicking on where it is supposed to be.
Once you get them right in a level (I think around 10) you progress to the next level and build a score depending on how quick
you got them and how many mistakes you make. If you didn't like the score, you simply play the level again, naturally each level
gets progressively harder about guessing the right location for each country, for example your really small African and Central
American countries don't pop up until many levels in wheras the Canadas, chinas etc pop up in the fiest couple of levels.... and
that is all there is to this game.

-=WHAT'S GOOD=-
The best and probably only good part about the game is you get to learn where the countries are, and realise how many you don't
actually know plus you are learning the flags along the way. Therefore a good educational perspective. It also is not an expensive
game and if it is on sale can get as cheap as chips. Its also a little addictive in trying to get the countries right each time. You can
zoom in and out of the globe too and the hints are reasonably helpful (eg: Northern Africa rather than just Africa).

-=WHATS NOT REALLY THAT GOOD=-
The downside is that is nothing more than what is stated above, the graphics are bland and every level is identical in nature, ie:
guess the location of about 10 countries then move up to the next one. If you don't get them all right and retry the level you get
the same 10 countries again, just generated in a different order. There is also no exit function to close the game down so you
will have to use a keyboard shortcut to close or tab to another screen. There is certainly nothing Triple A about this game.
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-=SUMMARY=-
Its unique, different, slightly addictive and has an educational quality that I give a nod to. I bought it pretty cheaply so I have no
regrets at all and sometimes its good to jump on a mindless type of guessing game for a few minutes to pass the time. I may not
play it through to its conclusion (ie: all the levels) but I enjoy the concept of just having a go at guessing where the countries are
on the globe. If it was a premium priced product I would be giving it the big thumbs down but under $5USD I like to see
something a little off centre that is useful and hence the recommendation.
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It is very interesting! The character is very kawaii!

Let's challenge together !

Come on!. Really liked this one. The story, arts, music, and gameplay are good.
The cons are: too short and kinda easy.. Why would you spent 1000's of dollars for 5 star nero on FGO when you can make her
one for 1.99. i hoping for more new update like new trains, new stuff and other new thing. Very nice expansion, would highly
recommend buying, hope the developers continue supporting this game, it is amazing for such an old game to have such nice
expansions, with a few bug fixes this game will be perfect but that will come as time goes on.. Loved it! retro through and
through

Great for Speedrunners, and also great for people like me, who enjoys casual gaming :D loved it!
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